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SMS Literary
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are hand picked by the writers
themselves. We are proud to
present to you, The Patriot.

The Patriot
The Secaucus Middle School
Literary Magazine: The Patriot is a
periodical devoted to literature in a
broad sense. The Patriot is full of
short stories, poetry, letters, and
essays along with literary criticism,
geographical profiles, art,
photography, and interviews all
created by the students of
Secaucus Middle School.
Submissions, written, drawn,
painted, or photographed, are at
the student’s discretion and topics

Dedicated to
Mr. Fred J. Ponti
Thank you for believing in our
talents and abilities. Enabling us to
strive for greatness. Imbibing our
schools with a steadfast familial
love and devotion. Your jovial spirit
and love of learning forever
inspires how we teach and learn as
educators.

Thanks Pal!
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Essential
Question:
Poetry, what
can it do to the
mind, body,
and/or soul?
“Poetry is a delicate
mindset of rhythmic
feelings and
expressions.”
“Poetry is the deep
darkness within the
sea, but also the bright,
vibrant colors in the
sky. Poetry allows us
to leave our bodies in
the form of words.”
“Poetry is a snowy
landscape, a beautiful
crescent moon, or a
white blanket of snow.”

“Poetry is
deep, it speaks
to the soul.
Poetry can
open your
mind.”
“Poetry can move people’s
hearts and change minds
about how the world
works. Poetry can make
people cry or feel good
about who they are.
Poetry is magical and
something that anyone
can make.”

“Poetry is a life that
keeps on living.”
“Poetry is a safe with a
lock, but no key. It is a
world many witness,
but never believe.”
“Poetry can spark
change.”

“Poetry is the
hidden language
of the soul. Once
learned, it can be
used to
communicate the
deepest thoughts
and desires held
within the most
vulnerable part of
the heart.”
“Poetry can be
literal therapy.
People can write
poems to release
anger, sadness, joy,
or excitement. You
can also express
your thoughts with
expression and
rhythm.”

“Poetry is life.”
“Poetry is the bane
of my existence.”
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“Poetry is a
group of
words that can
inspire, teach,
and reach
one’s heart.”

“Poetry is a land
with endless
possibilities
where one’s true
feelings are the
beauty of nature.”

“Poetry can inspire people
to do greater things.”

“Poetry is like a
gentle breeze on a
hot summer day,
reading it instills
tranquility in your
heart.”

“Poetry tells more than
a story, it shows a
journey. Sometimes,
reading words off a
page can influence your
life.”

“Poetry is the medium
in which the words of
the English language
can be expressed into
an infinite variety of
meanings through
figurative language.”

“Poetry is an expression
of emotions or feelings
that can convey deep,
truthful messages in the
most graceful ways.”

“Poetry is writing on a
piece of paper, yet that
ink can help others see
into the writer’s heart.”
“Poetry can portray
everything to one person
and nothing to
another.”
“Poetry is like
snow, it falls
beautifully, but
once it hits you
feel it.”

“Poetry can heal any
broken soul.”
“Poetry is a
remedy for
sadness and
sorrow.”

“Poetry is a door where
you enter into another
dimension. A dimension
that you created with
your words.”

“Poetry is more
powerful than
words, than
actions. Poetry is
a wonder of
literature. Poetry
is the most
elegant way to
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express your
feelings.”
“Poetry can calm
one’s mind. It is
peaceful and has
properties most
writing doesn’t.
Poetry is
inspirational and
is always
different. Poetry
can make dreams
come alive!”
“Poetry is rhythm.
Poetry can change
you.”
“Poetry can move
people’s hearts in a
way nothing else can.”
“Poetry can open minds
and relieve hearts. It is
a way of expressing how,
who, and what you are.
Each phrase bares a
certain curtain waiting to
be revealed.”

“Poetry can
show who you
are in the
purest of
ways.”
“Poetry can open
your mind and set
off your dreams.
You can put your
deepest, darkest
secrets into your
poetry.”

“Poetry is art and
expresses feelings in a
way that is not
straightforward.”
“Poetry is therapeutic.”

~~~~~~~~~
Thank you to the
Language Arts
teachers of
Secaucus Middle
School and their
students for
these
wonderfully
thought
provoking
submissions.
~~~~~~~~~

“Poetry is unique.
People have
different stories
ready to be
shared.”
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A Chapter In Julian’s Book of Life
Written by Liliana Hopkins - Grade 7
“Come on, Dad! That’s not a fair shot and you know it.” Julian glared at
his Dad, as the physics professor would often goof around on the court
when they played basketball together.
“Are you sure? I don’t remember you making any shots in any of your
last games,” He laughed at Julian’s frustrated expression.
“Just pass me the ball,” Julian grumbled.
Julian caught the ball, dribbling it down to the other half of the court.
As he jumped to shoot a three-pointer, his dad blocked his attempt, and the
ball hit the concrete.
“How’s studying for midterms going?” The professor’s voice turned
serious in a matter of moments
“Okay. Science really has me beat, though.” Julian picked up the ball and
passed it back and forth from his left to his right hand.
“Make sure you study harder for it then. Columbia isn’t going to let an
average kid in, even if his English scores are incredible. Just remember that
you don’t have a lot of time left to build up your portfolio anymore,” his dad
shot him the “parent stare”, the kind all kids will recognize. Julian used to find
it annoying, however, he had eventually found it as a way his dad showed he
cared.
“Yeah, yeah,” Julian nodded, focusing his energy on the ball rather than
his dad’s voice.
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The game had continued, no one scoring any points. It was only until the
ball was stolen from Julian, and swished through the basket that the game
ended.
“Hey! How about that?” His dad smirked.
“I get it. You win. Ha, ha.” Julian rolled his eyes, childishly.
“Come on, man. How about, as a peace offering, you come to a
concert with me tonight?” He slapped Julian on the back, and left his hand
there, guiding him out of the court.
“What’s the catch?”
“Who said there’s a catch?” his dad grinned, sheepishly.
Julian only stared, the silence and his wide eyes made it clear there
was always a catch.
“Ah. Well. Come with me and Isaac to the concert tonight.”
“Isaac,” Julian said with contempt.
“Come on, kid. You’ve never met the guy before. Give him a chance,”
Julian’s dad sighed, as the cycle was starting over again. He brings home a
new guy, and Julian closes himself off, becoming the twelve year old he
once was.
Julian walked home in silence, always a few feet in front of his dad.
Once they got back to their apartment, Julian ran up the flight of stairs and
went straight to his room. He closed the door loudly, as if to make a point
of his unhappiness. He threw the ball onto his bed. It hit a stack of books,
knocking them over to the ground. He slowly gathered the classic authors,
Alexandre Dumas and Ray Bradbury. He placed them in their sections, as the
massive bookshelf was organized by genres. Bradbury had almost always
found its way to Jules Verne; their science fiction novels were some of
Julian’s favorites. His eyes drifted towards the beautifully illustrated copy of
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Alice in Wonderland sitting in the farthest corner of the grand brown
bookcase.
He drifted towards it, and unconsciously pulled it out of its place. A
layer of dust covered the big blue cover, the artwork had the distinct,
“ancient book” smell. The mad hatter poured the steaming tea onto the
dormouse, and Alice sat in the middle, her porcelain face and baby blue eyes
were amused as she watched the two.
As Julian traced Alice’s small slim hand holding the china teacup, a flood
of memories filled his head. A time when things were simpler, and when he
lived in a small townhouse with two dads. Of course, he never wished for his
other father to come back. They hadn’t spoken in years, since he was nine.
The man had chosen a different path, and was obviously happy with his wife
and two kids. He never tried to make contact with Julian, so Julian had never
felt the need to try either.
In the front of the book, a paragraph was written.

Julian,

My sweet boy. My reader. My dreamer. You get this from me. You’re
dad, professor (He likes to be called, as we both know ha ha.), is the
grounded one. He’s the responsible, mature one. He makes things happen. I,
however, never knew how to do that, I’m always dreaming, Julian. I want so
much more than this. I need to leave, son. For my own sake. My heart is
telling me to listen to this dream I keep having, and it’s never done this
before.
I know you’ll be angry. This is why I’m telling you this way. I’m a coward.
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I hope you’ll remember how much I love you. But I do hope you can
see, I’m leaving because I love you. If I stay, I’ll turn into a sad, regretful old
man. The one who wished he could go back in time and listen to his heart.
I’m sorry.
Your loving father,
Joseph
Moments later, the page was scattered with droplets of tears. It
reminded Julian of a spring morning, when a few grey clouds pass by, bring
sprinkles of rain with them. After he stared at the scratchy handwriting, he
felt a strange feeling of maturity. Julian had always described growth
through experiences, never age. The page reminded him, his wanted his dad’s
happiness more than he wanted to play basketball.
The door creaked open, causing him to throw the book to the other
side of the bed. He quickly wiped his eyes, and sniffed.
“Hey, kid. I want to talk to you.”
“Dad. Who’s Isaac?”
“He’s a good guy, Jules. I know you’ll really like him, if you give him a
chance.” Julian’s dad sat down beside him.
“I don’t know,” Julian mumbled, his eyes fixed on the floor.
The big blue classic caught his dad’s eye. He pulled Julian close,
wrapping him in a big, warm bear hug. He whispered fiercely in his ear.
“That will never happen again. I’m old, and you’re almost headed to New
York, hopefully. We won’t get hurt like that again.”
A few tears slipped from Julian’s tired eyes, and he squeezed them
tight. A few distant images of men ran through his head; some in suits with
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somber expressions, others in tight jeans in scarves, laughing a little too hard
at lame jokes. None of them stayed for very long. Never long enough for
Julian to become attached.
“Isaac’s an amazing guy. He works for a book publishing company, and
loves HBO. So, basically, my perfect kind of guy.”
This lead Julian to grin, and he wiped his eyes one last time.
“I just, I don’t want you to get-”
“Yeah, kid, I know. I won’t. I’m careful,” he kissed Julian on the head, a
kind of rough, reassuring kiss. The way a mother would kiss her a found,
once missing child.
They sat together, for a few minutes. Julian broke the silence.
“I’ll go, dad.”
“Hmm?”
“I’ll go to the concert with you and Isaac. I think I’d really like to meet
him.”
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Traditional vs. Digital Art
Art by Sydney Chaca - Grade 8
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Traditional vs. Digital Art
Art by Sydney Chaca - Grade 8
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Contemplating the Past
Written by Athanasia Chandras - Grade 7
His body fell into the fire, and I stood in front of him, witnessing one
of the most traumatic experiences of my life. He climbed back out with a
terrible burn on his thigh and hindquarters, and I hoped that the men with the
red bands would allow him to visit the hospital. Of course, they did not, but
simply murmured something in their native language, and called out to my
beautiful older sister standing in the background.
My best friend, my brother, had just been lost, and I was questioning
my purpose in life. Living was definitely a short experience, and I certainly
was not going to get anywhere by being trapped in this small town. I did not
speak for months at a time, simply because, I did not have anything to say.
As I unclothed myself and slid into an uncomfortable nightgown, my
arms touched the scars that covered my body. As a baby with
uncontrollably high fevers, the local botanist suggested hot coal therapy
every hour. The rocks would slip out of the fabric occasionally, and I am
now left with permanent marks.
*

*

*

*

*

Soft pink roses lined the floor, and paved the way for the bride to
enter the small village. A goat is executed. Its excitement created a small
noise that filled up the entire doorway. I nervously wiggled around in my
yellow dress, one that took me months to create. Scavenging for the fabric
alone was a hard task, and then finding a good needle and thread only
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complicated things more. The bride arrived, looking stunning in her braided
updo adorned with a yellow ribbon. I had the same style, and had added my
only and favorite piece of jewelry, a simple ivory rose on a golden chain on
my neck. Being the bride’s younger sister, my family required that I looked
stunning, even though already stood out with my short locks of dark blonde
hair among brunettes.
My sister finally arrived at the scooping entrance to the church after
what seemed a lifetime, and I nodded my head, wishing her goodluck. The
ceremony eventually finished, and the guests were left outside to entertain
themselves, with me leading the front of a traditional dance. I lived next door
to the church, and spent most my time in the meadows with sheep, than I did
with actual people.
I had finished school when I was about eight years old, and helped my
mother care for my younger siblings. Her and my father always gotten
food on the table, even if it was one of the smallest birds, and my mother
always gave her food to my malnutritioned younger brother. As it turned
out, this was not good for her health, either, and she eventually left our
family of eight, struggling more than always.
Father sent me away to the city when I was about ten years old, a
stowaway on a horse carriage for a ten hour ride. A strict woman
welcomed me into her enormous, immaculate home, and my eyes feasted
upon her white china and marble tiles. She fed me every now and then, and I
sent any money I managed to earn back home. Lightbulbs amazed me, after
all, how did they possibly collect all of that sunlight to operate overnight? If I
did not perform a task correctly, I felt embossed leather across my back,
a feeling I would never give to anyone, not even my worst enemy.
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When I was around the age of fifteen, I received a letter from the
village on behalf of my father. This alarmed me, and I rethought what I
wanted to do with my life. My sisters had already sorted theirs out, and
were to take care of my underage siblings. I, therefore, was free to do
whatever I pleased, since my family did not need income anymore. My
decision was, ultimately, to become a hairdresser outside of my village. I
attended the proper schools, whose receipts were filled with zeros, and
began my dream.
One day, a man entered my business, and shook my hand. A heartbeat
later, my building was locked, and I had a little bundle of sunshine in my arms.
Fast forward another seven years, I was in America with another little
blonde baby. I was employed by multiple women as a babysitter and
housemaid, and tried to make a living, once again, after my marriage failed.
Now, here I am, sitting in a black chair near the window, wasting brain
cells by sitting in front of the television. I knit every once and awhile, and my
two daughters and grandchildren visit me every other day. I do, however,
have quite a thick accent. I think, because the workers at my home look at
me as if I speak a foreign language. Although my days of collecting sheep in
the fields and running spools of string in a factory are over, on rainy days
like this, I can still remember the goats mumbling, as if it was only yesterday.
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Juxtaposition of Days: Spring to Winter and Back Again
Written by Areeba Siddiq - Grade 6
Day 1:
Smells of honey dew, lemon, fresh grass
Fills the atmosphere
The day is pastel and full of resilience
Sweet showers have passed
Now droplets are left
On the petals of daisies, roses, and small purple lilacs
The balmy day serene

Day 2
Smells of peppermint, cocoa, pine cones,
Drift in the air
Luring children near inside
The day is cold and bone chilling
Crystal snowflakes
Fall gently from the cloudy gray sky
Snow drips from bare branches
Reaching for the nonexistent sun
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Daily Puzzle
Written by Athanasia Chandras - Grade 7
Some call me extraordinary. Others don't call me anything. They just
stare. Some people are my friends, some are not. The grocery shop line, the
local fast food joint, no matter where I am, people just stare. It's been like
that for sixteen years. No one cares.
I am in a different class than my peers. I only have one teacher for all
of my subjects. The sign outside my classroom door says “Special Needs”,
but I don't know what that means. I sometimes repeat words or phrases
when I get nervous, my teacher said to my mother. Like Sonic the Hedgehog.
Sonic can go really fast if you know what… sorry, my teacher said not to
do that in public because other people get nervous. I don't know why. I love
the Mickey Mouse wizard at the beginning of Disney movies. My teacher said
to my mom that I don't understand currency on February 16. But, I do know
how much my personalized Mickey Mouse glove was. It was $25.78. My
teacher bought it for me as a birthday present. It says my name on it.
Sometimes, when my teacher says I get nervous, I take the glove out and put
it on, doing Mickey’s signature hand movement.
I have a one to one aide who always helps me with everything. Now, I
even have my own personal nurse. My mother and teacher both say that I
have been improving my skills rapidly. However, I began to have these weird
feeling things that the doctor said are seizures. I think that's why I have a
personal nurse. Because of my seizures, I was hospitalized for some days. I
now have seizures very often, unfortunately. I wish I was normal like I was
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before the seizures, but the doctor says that my brain will be permanently
affected.
There are five people in my family, including me. I have a mother and
father, which is unique to my peers who only have a mother. I wonder what
happened to all of their fathers. I have a twin brother and an older sister.
Sometimes, after school, we all go to Burger King. I always wear the yellow
cardboard crowns, but no one else seems to do so. Whenever I wear the
crown, I feel like I am the king in Mario Kart. I know everything he says
throughout the game. I can even recite it by heart, but my teacher tells me
not to do that around others.
My teacher has introduced me to a lot of new things. She said that my
diet had to be better. For nearly six years, I only ate peanut butter
sandwiches. My teacher said that when I'm older, I can't only
eat peanut butter. So, she made me try different stuff.
Like popcorn, and cranberries, pancakes, and pizza.
However, I am allergic to gluten, so everything I eat has to
be gluten free. I also learned how to make gluten free
cakes, cookies, and cupcakes in a class called ‘Life Skills’. In
that class, we learn how to cook, clean, wash clothes, and
manage money for shopping. She even taught me how to act in public, and
use my manners on special occasions. I hope that these skills will be useful in
the future. My teacher also introduced my class to the “Star Wars Saga”. I
really do like it, especially Yoda. He talks very weird. My least favorite
character is Jabba the Hut. He is mean.
Since I am sixteen, going on seventeen soon, I can apply for a job. I
really love going to the Apple Store, so my teacher asked the manager if I
could intern there. I met him, and he was very eager to have, and I quote,
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“someone special” on his work force. I have to go to work two to three
times a month for experience. It's really fun because I get to help all
different kinds of people. I can't wait to get a real, paying job when I am
older.
Every single year in April, my class hosts a fundraiser for something
called Autism. My teacher explained that it is something that people are born
with that affects the way they think and view things. She said that their
brain is wired differently. The people suffering from this defect have
trouble understanding feelings and the way other people's minds work. I feel
bad for those people who have it. My teacher also said that Autism is most
often found in boys. I hope that I am not Autistic. So, every year, we have a
‘Light it up Blue” fundraiser for half of the college funds of Autistic boys in
my school. The other half goes to an organization that collects donations for
other people. I wonder who in my school is Autistic, because I have never
seen anyone act out of the ordinary. Maybe they are in a different class,
like me. During the fundraiser, my peers and I decorate Christmas
ornaments, lightbulbs, and create origami to sell. My teacher and volunteers
from her Autism Awareness club paint the nails of anticipating girls blue. If
you think about it, my school is making a humongous impact on Autistic lives. I
hope that they will be better in the future.
My friends are plentiful, and they are all nice to me. My four best
friends are in the same class as me, and are my only classmates. In
September, school will start again. We are supposed to have a new student. I
hope he will be my friend, too. My other friends are not in my class, they
are either from my teacher's club, or are people I met at lunch. I hope to
make even more friends on the future, which I probably will, being that I
have to attend school until I am twenty one years old. All of my friends think
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that I am very funny. They have never told me so, but I know because they
always laugh at nearly whatever I say.
Most of the students at school who are my age have begun driving. I
have not. I don't want to start driving because it means that I am growing up.
I do not want to grow up, I want to be ten years old again. The only car that
I want to drive is my favorite little teal Hot Wheels car. But,
whenever I tell people that they laugh like I made a joke. So,
my teacher made me a time machine. She disguised it as a
cardboard box. Whenever I want to be ten again, I go back in
time to when I was ten. However, my teacher always makes
me finish my school work when I come back.
The majority of people at my school have either girlfriends or
boyfriends. I want a girlfriend too, and I already picked her out. But,
whenever I try to be nice to her, she laughs at my words like jokes.
However, I will keep trying. Maybe she will say yes to me if I let her work at
the Apple Store with me.
Certain noises hurt my ears and make them ring. Like singing.
Whenever my teacher sings, I want to go in the closet where there is peace
and quiet. Clapping and loud music make me want to go home and hide
underneath my bed. I wish words and noises were different, because they
are quite bothersome.
One day, I will accomplish something big. I don’t know what it is yet, but I
know I will be the first one to do it. Like Mickey, or Mario. I hope my life
ends up being as good as theirs, or better yet, I want to be just like my
teacher.
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Triumph and Loss
By Roddock Suknundun - Grade 6
There are people who keenly
known what triumph is, and some people
unfortunately know loss all too well.
Winning can be a glorious thing for
people, but sometimes it does not
always feel victorious to win. For
people who have a good life and win at
numerous things, it may feel very empty
and unfulfilling.
For people who lose all the time in life, something like winning can
be very tangent for them. They may think “sweet victory and triumph”
for once in their life. It may be very tragic if they lose that one last
time..
Life is like a piece of wood. You can carve something good or bad out
of it. Whatever path you choose in life will give you either triumph or
loss.
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Robotics

Today

Written by Sophia Benavente-Sayani - Grade 6
When we hear about robotics on the news or read about robotics in
an article, the images that usually come to mind are of robots performing
rote tasks on the factory production lines. But the capabilities of robots
have evolved well beyond the lack of creativity and brutality of those grainy
industrial films.
Today's industrial robots have incredible dexterity to match their brute
strength, and can actually learn on the job. They are an entirely new breed
of robots. Some in humanoid form, and others that take highly practical
forms all their own that can walk, talk, save lives and perform critical jobs
in extreme environments, or simply take care of mundane tasks at home
while we’re out enjoying our lives.
From healthcare and homecare, to
military use and emergency
response, robots have found a
place in our lives and homes. A
number of robotics engineers are
intently observing their every move,
and one of them spoke recently
about the latest innovations and
opportunities in robotics, as well as where we might see them making an
impact next. Students involved in the STEAM program or in robotics camp
get the chance to build and program their own robots, for simple tasks
such as picking up a ball or pushing a small box. In some more advanced
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classes, robots can even fight! This one step closer to the relation of
robots and humans.
For years now, robots have worked tirelessly behind closed doors to
enhance or increase the everday lives of homosapiens. Even drones have
recently been able to catch a carjacker and launch a rope to a couple
stuck in a flood.
Until recently, however, the futuristic, sci-fi-inspired vision of robotic
technology has largely been far from the glamourless role it’s played in
manufacturing. Yet robotic technology
has now advanced to the point where
we’re truly starting to see it move into
many new areas of the economy, and
our everyday lives.

Engineering Photography by Joseph
Alfarano - Grade 6
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The Dawn
Writing and Photography by Aarti Advani - Grade 6
It raises from the East,
Bringing optimism and
reassurance
Killing darkness to the least
Breaking away durance
It gives us light
Not to mention life
It hardly puts up a fight
It certainly tops nightlife
Its blinding rays shine
It signals all things light
Happiness it is obviously a sign
It helps us with sight
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A Train Ride
Writing and Photography by Genna Mosher - Grade 7
We’ve finally made it to the station and I know my dad was telling me
something about these high ceilings and the lights. It was supposed to be some
kind of explanation about the architecture, right? Oh how would you know,
you weren’t there, that’s right.
After that it all became a bit of a blur, which I still feel bad about, “My
old company worked on this here” and I just politely continued to nod slowly
to look like I was really interested, but after he wrapped everything up with
“you got all that Gen?” I knew that he was on to me. I wasn’t paying attention.
I started to feel as if our walking would never end. Step, step, gum on
floor, ew don’t step in that! Uh oh, U.W.S..
That stands for unidentified wet substance,
a popular sight in the subway station.
Throughout all this we were abiding by the
theory that the first car has the least
amount of people, a fallacy.
The train swishes by and I can’t help
but to flinch and squint a little bit as the
breeze slaps me right in the face. As I look
at the train, it was packed, packed, packed.
Therefore the first car is should be better, but it is also...packed.
I kind of did a evil laugh “haha” and said, “Your theory didn’t work.” My
father replies, “It rarely does.” So we walked on and awkwardly grabbed the
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pole in the middle of the crowded subway. When I notice i’ve just stepped
into one of those little fry baskets. I kind of wince a little and wiggle my
foot out and move to the other pole. About two stops later there’s an open
seat in front of me and my dad pushes me
to take it. I kind of make weird eye contact
with someone else looking to take that seat,
so I get the feeling he wants me to take it,
and I do. Wow, that was weird. Now I am
avoiding eye contact, a wonderful little
subway game.
I can’t help but notice the guy sitting across
from me, his head slowly drops to his knees
as his eyes close and then he jolts up, all in
the rhythmic timing. Falling, falling up, and
repeat, just like clockwork. The poor
woman next to me, he was practically falling
asleep on top of her. I start to tap my foot three times as his head drops
down, and then I lift it up as he jolts up. Every single time, tap, tap, tap...up
and repeat.
Then, I finally notice the woman next to me with headphones buried in a
thick book. She has a bag of popcorn perfectly positioned under her right
elbow and looks really in the zone. A guy walks on who looks over six feet
tall, wearing purple pants, a red striped fedora, a green velvet jacket and a
white scarf with pom-poms all over it. All I can think about is how I really
want that scarf. I hear giggling and look behind me to see two friends, and
one is standing on the moving subway, not even acknowledging the pole in
front of her, and staring at her phone as her other friend is struggling to
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stay upright, “You just have to stand with one foot in front of the other, and
bend the knees”. She was trying to teach her friend how to stand on a
subway. Even one of the girls noticed how I laughed a little.
Then I turn around and looked amazed as I stared at the subway map,
immediate giveaway, eleven year old looking at a
map. Someone sitting a few rows up, speaking
italian catches my eye. I can only pick up words
like “cia-owww” which he says to catch his
friend’s attention. Wait, is there a friend? It
looks like he’s crazy and is talking to himself,
until I see that person he’s making eye contact
with. Oh, okay that was scary. The sound of his
voice is so flowy and smooth, kind of like he is
just speaking a soft ribbon of silk,that forms a
beautifully fluffy pillow under my head. It put me
right to sleep.
My head slowly starts to drop, drop, drop,
down and hits my bag, and I’m fast asleep. Please,
just leave me here, good night everyone. A sudden jolt wakes me up, ”huh?” I
love waking up to strangers on the subway. It seems as if there are just
about a million people flashing by. Then I hear my dad say, “Gen, next stop.”
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What is a Hero?
Written by Jaden Bradley - Grade 6
Hello my name is Jaden Bradley, in this document I will be interviewing
relatives and asking them the question, “What is a hero?”
Interview #1
Interviewer: Jaden Bradley
Person being interviewed: Glynell Bradley, Sr. (My grandfather)
Jaden: What characteristics would you give a hero?
Glynell: Unselfish, Fighter, and Doesn’t give up easily.
Jaden: What person is a hero to you and why?
Glynell: Martin Luther King Jr was a hero, because he was an important
leader in the Civil Rights movement and he made the famous speech “I Have a
Dream”. Martin was also the first African American to be granted a
national holiday.
Interview #2
Interviewer: Jaden Bradley
Person being interviewed: Carmen Small (My grandmother)
Jaden: What characteristics would you give a hero?
Carmen: Honesty, Trustworthy, and Integrity.
Jaden: What person is a hero to you and why?
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Carmen: My elementary principal, Ruth King, because she cared about the
kids and wanted us to learn. She was also very inspiring and encouraging.
She made us believe anything was possible.
Interview #3
Interviewer: Jaden Bradley
Person being interviewed: Evalena Bradley (My grandmother)
Jaden: What characteristics would you give a hero?
Evalena: Leader, Brave, and Makes good decisions
Jaden: Who is a hero to you and why?
Evalena: Barack Obama, because he was the first African American
president, he had strong educational values, and he was concerned for the
future of children.
Interview #4
Interviewer: Jaden Bradley
Person being interviewed: Jazmine Bradley (My sister)
Jaden: What characteristics would you give a hero?
Jazmine: Confident, Brave, and Strong
Jaden: Who is a hero to you and why?
Jazmine: Martin Luther King Jr. because he made the speech “I have a dream”
which talked about how people should be treated the same way no matter
who they are.
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Interview #5
Interviewer: Jaden Bradley
Person being interviewed: Chiquita Bradley (My mom)
Jaden: What characteristics would you give a hero?
Chiquita: Courageous, Determined, and Fearless.
Jaden: Who is a hero to you and why?
Chiquita: My mom because she was born in a small town without many
resources, but she was determined to succeed. She has overcome many
obstacles and never gave up. She's always helping others and continues to
pray, educate, and advocate for the people in her community.
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Spotlight Artist: Armaan Budhrani
Grade 6

Title: Inside Out
Artist: Armaan Budhrani
Materials: Pencil on Paper

Title: Running in the Wind
Artist: Armaan Budhrani
Materials: Charcoal on Paper
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The Bully
Written by Larue Linder - Grade 7
Rick Smith was a seventh grader in the small and cozy town of
Riverdale. However, for him, RIverdale is anything but small and cozy. Rick
was very immature. He enjoyed playing Super Mario Bros. on his D.S. In
addition, he is well over 200 lbs with an overprotective mother. Being an
overweight seventh grader is not easy and for this reason he hated school.
He faced many jokes about his weight and his lack of social skills. People
also joked about his interests, such as minecraft and dancing. His number one
criticizer was his sister, Sylvia.
Sylvia was nothing like Rick. She was the most popular kid in middle and
high school and she’s only in sixth grade. She is very athletic, pretty, and
enjoyed school immensely. For sylvia and her friends, school was a free for
all. Teachers were afraid to reprimand anyone in her clique.
For Rick, it was the most dreaded time of year again, the first day
of school. He pulled off his minecraft blanket and crawled out of his bed.
He immediately smelled the pancakes his mom had made. Sylvia was already at
the table saying she didn’t want to be fat like Rick so she wasn’t gonna eat
the calorie filled pancakes. Rick made his way down the stairs as every step
of the small old house squeaked beneath his feet. He gave his mom a hug as
he wolfed down his pancakes.
It was time to get dressed. The Smith’s weren’t very wealthy.
Therefore, Rick wore an old minecraft t-shirt and scuffed up shoes. On
the other hand, Sylvia wore her red sparkling dress, about 3 tons of
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makeup, and thousand dollar stilettos. She buys everything herself with the
money her rich best friend gives her.
After the Smith’s were dressed they entered their minivan. Sylvia
despised it. She said it was embarrassing to be seen in it. Therefore, she
makes her mom drops her off a block away from the school and she
walks. The second Rick entered the school, the glaring and laughing began.
The second Sylvia walked in the school, the boys her began to blush.
Whoever wasn’t blushing was hiding from her in fear, as she is the lead bully
in the entire school.
Sylvia’s criticism of Rick got worse and worse each year. As he
entered his Sophomore year he found a hotdog and box of donuts with a
note saying,

Hey big bro,
I bought these a couple of months ago for you, but I forgot to
give them to you. I'm pretty sure you’ll still eat them though, I mean
you eat everything..
From your wonderful sister
This infuriated Dick so much he decided to try and get healthy.
However, the whole time he had to deal with criticism from Sylvia, such and
taunts like. “blubber boy is trying to get skinny”. Rick’s was so infuriated he
decided to use this as motivation to better himself as a person. He became
informed about food groups and health, he focused on his classes, and
eventually increased his grade point average. Rick began a group for
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students who felt victimized by bullies. Finally, Rick gained a sense of
accomplishment and as he reached his senior year, he went through a
metamorphosis. Rick was now the best version of himself and realize
hurtful words can only affect you in a negative way if you let them.
Sylvia might never change her ways and go through life taunting
others, but he was going to rise above and make his existence on this planet
count. As Rick headed off to the college of his dreams, he said goodbye to
the sister he never connected with, his bully. And with that he let go of his
past and embraced his limitless future.
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 Rainbow

Written by Saniya Tasnim - Grade 8
Red, the color of the cherry on your sundae
Apricot, velvety skin and flesh, but a smooth and sweet taste
Ivory, tusks on an elephant, a hard and white material
Navajo, originating from the Native Americans
Blue, sweet juicy blueberries dribbling down the side of your mouth
Orchid, flowers reaching up and opening their petals
Wisteria, lilac trees swaying in the breeze
A different prism of colors, but the same rainbow lit up in your eyes..
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A Sunday Morning
Written by Genna Mosher - Grade 7
I don’t know, maybe I’m alone here, but there is just something about a
Sunday morning that’s different from every other single day of our Earth’s
little seven day week.
Grandma and grandpa stop in, and you wake up really early just to sit
down and watch some early morning Spongebob. You walk up in your Charlie
Brown Christmas pj’s and gladly open up the door and stand on the rocky
pebble driveway even though you only have your rainbow unicorn socks for
protection.
You give a wave to gram and gramps, walk them to the table and you
see a beautiful sight. Your mom’s fake candle perfectly placed in the center
of the table, floral Dixie paper plates scattered everywhere, a white paper
box wrapped in red and white string signifying a pecan ring sitting inside just
waiting to be eaten.
Then, and only then, you notice the crusty old frying pan sitting on the
stove with a plastic mat beside it, a bag of bologna from the deli, eggs, and a
little bowl all placed neatly in a row. For anyone else this may look like dirty
dishes and forgetting to put back yesterday's lunch. But for me, it means I
was making some bologna and eggs this morning!! This is a common tradition in
the family, the perfect thing for a Sunday morning. A plate of wet eggs
and bologna plopped down on your paper plate is simply heaven to me.
Whip those eggs, chop them cold cuts, and heat that pan. Whoop,
whoop, do your little dance. You don’t even care that you’re wearing two
different socks and that your hair looks like a bird’s nest.
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It be Sunday too-day; it ain’t no ordinary day!
After your eggs and slice of strudel you
practically waddle back to your comfy couch,
and ah the birds, ah the trees, ah the people.
Everything stops for a moment, just in time
for you to capture the beauty of it all. Yes, I
know of such a day, a Sunday morning!
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Spotlight Artists: Haley
Nowak and
Maksim Abramovich
Grade 6

Title: Arctic Puffin
Artist: Haley Nowak
Materials: Paint on Paper

Title: The Art of Science
Artist: Maksim Abramovich
Materials: Crayons on Paper
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Space Exploration
Written by Ayush Agarwal - Grade 6
Art by Krushay Bhavsar - Grade 6
Before its inception, humans had thought of flight for a long time. The
Wright Brothers had made this dream come true in 1903, after creating the
first airplane. However, people then wanted more. Years later, their dreams
had been extended into space. Was it possible to fly into the solar system?
Many nations started to work on spacecrafts
to journey into space. Sputnik 1, was the first
artificial satellite created and launched by the Soviet
Union in 1957. It was placed in an elliptical low Earth
orbit. This satellite helped to identify upper
atmospheric layer’s density, provide data on the
radio-signal distribution in the ionosphere, and was the
first chance for detecting meteoroids. This marked
the start of the Space Age, as well as developments
in military, technology, and science. In 1958, the first
U.S. satellite, Explorer 1, went into orbit.
In 1961, the first manned spacecraft, Vostok 1,
carrying Yuri Gagarin, completed a full orbit of the Earth. The same year,
Alan Shepard became the first American to fly into space. One year later,
John Glenn became the first American to orbit the Earth.
In 1961, President John F. Kennedy set up a national goal to send a man
to the moon and return him back to Earth safely within a decade. Kennedy
announced, “I believe that this nation should commit itself to achieving the goal,
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before this decade is out, of landing a man on the moon and returning him
safely to the earth.” Eight years later in 1969, Neil Armstrong was the first
man to set foot on the moon. His famous quote was heard all around the
world, “That's one small step for man, one giant leap for mankind.”
In the next few years, many unmanned spacecrafts were sent to
create map and take images of the other planets in our solar system. The
Mariner spacecraft was orbiting and mapping the surface of Mars. The
Voyager spacecraft had sent detailed images of Jupiter, Saturn, their rings,
and moons. Orbiting communications and navigation satellites were also being
used, too. Skylab, America’s first space station was sent into orbit from
1973 to 1979. In 1975, the first internationally crewed mission was the Apollo
Soyuz Test Project. It was the first joint U.S. and Russian space flight.
Later in the 1980s, satellites were expanded to broadcast television
programs. Satellites also discovered the ozone hole over Antarctica,
pinpointed forest fires, and gave photos of the Chernobyl nuclear
powerplant disaster. Astronomical satellites gave us information on new
stars and the center of the Milky Way.
Space shuttles were later created to accomplish missions. They
fulfilled many scientific and military requirements, too. Unfortunately space
exploration suffered a devastating loss when the Challenger shuttle exploded
after launch and killed its crew of 7 people. New measures and steps were
then taken to safeguard and ensure that this type of disaster never occur
again. Satellites were made compatible with more than one type of launch
system.
Satellites are now used in strategic ways. In the Gulf War, they were
used to acquire information on the enemy’s position and movements, their
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missile attacks, and to provide proper navigation in the desert area. This
helped to end the war early and save many lives.
In 1998, the International Space Station was launched. It is a research
laboratory in low Earth orbit. Many different nations have contributed to its
design and construction, showing a sign of cooperation and unity between
the nations. The International Space Station is owned by the United States,
Russia, the European Partner (the European States), Japan, and Canada.
Space exploration and technology has been advancing quickly through
the coming years. Nations all around the world have been working on
different spacecrafts to venture to different planets in space. N.A.S.A is
working on the Orion Spacecraft to send astronauts to Mars. In the not so
distant future, the human civilization could be living on planets besides Earth.
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The Women’s March (Women’s Rights)
Written by Alyssa Delos Santos - Grade 8
On January 21st, 2017, the Women’s March took place all around the
world. Women of all ages and backgrounds came together to stand up for
women’s rights across the globe. Around 500,000 people came to support
this cause in Washington. Many different people took part in this march;
men, women, and children. It is hard to think that even today women are
treated differently than men. Through the years, all men slowly gained rights
and privileges, no matter their race, but why is it so hard to achieve the
same women?
It is unfair that sometimes women have to work harder than men to
get equal pay. The stereotype of a woman is that they need to be able to
cook, clean, sew, do the laundry, and care for children, but this is not the
case. Men sometimes say that us women don’t do any work at home
because we apparently don’t have a
real “job”, but most of the time
women work a lot more than men. In
fact, those who have children work
24/7. This is because those who have
children have to cook, clean, do the
laundry, take care of the kids (which
sometimes includes overnight shifts),
and a whole lot more.
Women are also known to be fragile and “emotionally unstable”, which
may be true to some people, but not all of us. Have you ever heard of the
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phrase, “You throw like a girl!” You should take that as a compliment because
there are some pretty amazing women who play sports. In fact, many girls
play sports, and some even better than men. Some examples of amazing
women who play sports include Serena Williams, who is one of the best
tennis players out there, Danica Patrick, a NASCAR racer, and Lindsey Vonn,
who is an Olympic alpine skier.
Many women are also well-versed in politics and government as well.
This includes Emma Watson, who is a famous actress and was also elected
as the UN Women Goodwill Ambassador in July 2014. There are some other
women who have also tried to change the world for the better, and without
them, we probably wouldn’t have the United States as it is today. These
people include Betsy Ross, for she is responsible for our first American
flag, Rosa Parks, she helped fight for civil rights. Sybil Ludington helped
America win against the British in the American Revolution. She was only 16
at the time and she volunteered to help her father warn others in his militia
of the attack in Danbury. Her father, Colonel Ludington had to stay at their
farm to brief those who came and get prepared for the war, it is no
wonder that call her the “Female Paul Revere”.
It is wonderful that the Women’s March took place because there are
many women out there who are getting treated poorly. It is hard to believe
that it is still hard for women to gain the same rights as men, even though,
we have been fighting for it for many centuries. Even after over 40
presidents, we still haven’t had a female president. Having 40 presidents is a
long period of time, especially since our first official president was elected
in 1789. I hope that there is still a chance for all people, not just women, will
be treated equally in the future.
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The
Dreamcatcher
Written by Alexandria
Feil - Grade 7
For I am the Dreamcatcher
I have caught you
And your nightmares too
Your sorrows and sadness
Are causing me madness
As you awake
A calming breath I take
That is when I inhale
The unique sented bedroom air
When you come back
To take a nap
Fear incases me
Like a little glass box you see

I caught you
And your nightmares too
Your sorrows and sadness
Are causing me madness
When you settle in bed
I raise my head
For this night in hell
Will end with the alarm bell
Now goodnight to me
For you will see
I am the Dreamcatcher
I caught you
And your nightmares too
Your sorrows and sadness
Are causing me madness
For I am your
Dreamcatcher
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Understanding Math:
Is Math Important to Us?
Written by Krushay Bhavsar - Grade 6
Falling asleep in math class? Wondering how arithmetic is going to help
you if you want to do something that has nothing to do with math? A vast
number of kids and teens complain about arithmetic and how it is supposed
to help them. But do kids realize what they are actually saying? Are the
complaints more so geared towards their teachers, grades, or their general
knowledge of math, more than the subject itself?
People are often confused between the subject itself versus other
factors that drive people to think. In the real world, all the jobs you can
think of include math, even a gas station attendant. Yup, they need to know
a whole lot of math to count all the gallons of gas, amount of money, and
the ratio between the amount of work you do to the salary you get.
What do you want to be when you grow up? Have you been asking
yourself this question? Jobs and businesses are one of the fundamental
ways to live a carefree life. To get a job or own a business you need to
first get an education. And an education includes the three main subjects:
English, Math and Science.
Math is very important to your brain as well. Geometry helps the
brain concentrate and helps memorize patterns. According to creation.com,
math helps your brain in many ways. This includes, “creating the basis for
systematic thinking, developing the ability to analyze and solve problems,
stretching the mind to work on unfamiliar tasks with confidence, developing
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the sequencing skills critical to arriving at accurate results or logical
conclusions, promoting caution and care in thinking by deciphering complex
math problems to arrive at an accurate answer, and learning through the
trial and error to integrate different principles to arrive at a logical
conclusion.” Not to mention, that math plays into creating life skills.
I understand that some kids may not admire math because of their
performance in it, but that doesn't mean that people should give up on it and
start to despise it. Instead, practice, excel, and learn new things while
exploring math. Some people may be doing well in math, but not like it as
much as other subjects. That is fine, because it is normal to like some
things more than others.
The subject, math, is an attachment to other disciplines. If you enjoy
math, you will enjoy doing problems. If you enjoy doing problems, you will do
more of them. If you do more problems, you will be more experienced. If
you are more experienced, it is more likely you will get a better job.
Overall., I am not telling you to love math. I am trying to convince you
to switch your perspective and outlook on the subject. Some people may
see darkness and hardship, but if you look at arithmetic in a different way,
you will see a beautiful world of numbers,
patterns, and shapes. Math will inspire new
discoveries, give knowledge, and shape the
world’s future.
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Schools’ Issues

Written by Jaden Hernandez - Grade 6
School can be a wonderful place to learn and make friends.
Sometimes you feel like animals, raised to think you are dumb until you get a
degree in your hands. Students will fight to be the alpha lion of the school,
while the others are happy or forced to stay in the shadows and hide.
Teachers are seen as the zookeepers, just there to take care of the
animals until they are ready to be released, nothing more.
Teachers should not be thought of like this. They are people that can
not only touch the mind, but the hearts well. Students are the main cause of
this. You see, when someone asks another student if the teacher is nice or
not, they would sometime say no. No, means they are probably just a student
who would give this teacher a hard time.
The hallways are war, a stupid war about popularity. Many students
reduce themselves to talking behind peoples back, making fun of each other
just to be the star of the show. Trying to be the lion of the jungle. There
are some that try to become a clone of the lion, instead of being
themselves.
Students shouldn't hide from being themselves. It doesn't matter what
others think about you. You are your own lion. As for the teachers, they
should be treated with respect instead of how some students treat them
now. We should be reading more books, learn more physical education, and
art. The hallways should be more peaceful and harmonized, like the ways of
the jungle.
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A Blank Poem Page
Written by Saloni Singh - Grade 6
“What shall I write for my poem” I
ask,
I ask my friend next to me about
this simple task.

People are writing about summer,
and being sad,
Yet my own blank page is driving
me mad!

“Think of the things that you like to
do,
Because I had trouble doing that
too.”

Someone is already done, and is
drawing on the promethean board,
And I am sitting here, my brain
detached from its thinking cord.

I can’t think of the things that I like
to do,
I could say that I like science fairs,
but that wouldn’t be true.

I suddenly find a wonderful theme,
And then I forget it, like it was just
a dream

I try to think by looking around the
room,
Now my teacher is checking
people’s poems, and I feel like my
grade is falling to its doom.

And just when my brain deserves
to be spanked,
I’ll write about trying to find poem
ideas, and my blank poem page
deserves to be thanked.
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Video Games
Written by Kailey O’Donnell - Grade 7
From the early age of video games to the
games of today, a great and wondrous evolution can be seen. We all know
what video games are and what their purpose is, to entertain us. But what
some people don’t understand, is that video games can be much more.
I, myself, enjoy video games and love to play them! Some of the games
today are very high-quality and graphically stunning, but that wasn’t always
the case.
What were the popular game systems and how have they changed
throughout the years? Video games became very popular somewhere
around the 1980’s. In that time, Atari was the most sought after, with games
like Pacman, Q-Bert, Jungle Hunt, Pitfall, Frogger, etc. When these games
were released, they were a huge success! The next popular game system
was Nintendo, with popular games like Super Mario Bros 2 and Zelda.
Video games have changed drastically from the 1980’s. The
graphics used to be very grainy looking and today they are very life-like and
realistic. You also have the ability to play online with friends via the internet.
You have wireless controllers and hard-drives that save all of your
progress. None of this was available with the original game systems.
Today’s most popular game systems are Xbox & PlayStation and they
are both a huge hit. Video games have changed so much in the past 30+
years. I can only imagine what the year 2050 has in store for the next
generation of gamers.
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Spotlight

Artist: Krushay Bhavsar
Grade 6

Title: The Attacks of 9/11
Artist: Krushay Bhavsar
Material: Pencil on Paper
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Books
Written by Preya Patel - Grade 6
The definition of a book is a handwritten or printed work of fiction
or nonfiction, usually on sheets of paper fastened or bound together within
covers. Although, my definition is quite different. I like to think of a book as
entering a person’s mind and living through their words. Books are how
people express their emotions on pieces of paper. Other generations will
look back at these books and will be inspired by the sheer varieties. Just
how we were inspired by books such as Anne Frank’s Diary or the real life
story of how J.K. Rowling used her life to
create the Harry Potter series.
Books are an important part of
survival. If we didn’t have books we
couldn’t record our discoveries or relive
the disasters that pushed us to strive for
greatness. Recordings such as the Lewis
and Clark’s Expedition would have been
for nothing if we didn’t have any paper to
write. Recordings such as Anne Frank’s Diary, taught us about what
happened to one little girl’s life during WWII and the millions of others that
felt the same way.
Books equal knowledge. It’s a simple formula that can completely
enhance intelligence. People can read hundreds of books until they die, but
they won’t understand what the narrator, the characters, and maybe even
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what the plot means to them. The only time you can really experience a book
is if you had lived through it or become immersed in the story. Actually
knowing what the narrators, characters, and plot means that you have been
through similar life lessons presented in the
book you are reading.
Books can be very powerful in many
many diverse ways. Multiple books can make
a person weep or feel melancholy. Others
could make a person ecstatic or howl in
laughter. Books are the most indecipherable
pieces of writing you will ever read, even if it
is as plain and simple it can be.
It’s you, the person, who has to make the experience to understand
the book. You could be the one that has to live through life behind a book
and not understand it. Or you could experience life and read as many books
as you want. Now you can finally live through someone’s mind and through
their words.
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A Poem Inspired by 9/11: Written in Chinese
Written by Lisa Lu - Grade 6
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Hoverboards: 10/21/15
Written by by Abhi Solanki Grade 6
Hoverboards are scooters that are self-balancing. They are made of
two wheels that a person can stand on. Hoverboards are a type of
portable, rechargeable, battery powered scooter.
All hoverboards contain a tilt and speed sensor for balancing purposes.
The wheels of the hoverboard house an electric motor which powers this
fantastical machine.
As the person tilts, the hoverboard senses the RPM and then sends it
to the gyroscope, the speed control boards located right next to the wheels.
Hoverboards are a great way to pass the time on a beautiful
afternoon. As a person stands on it and tilts forward, backward, right or
left they move in that direction.
Hoverboards are very expensive and
you should get and use them wisely. There
is nothing like the elation one feels as they
glide down the street on a hoverboard. It
is as if you are flying!
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Spotlight Artist: Neil Daliva
Grade 6

Title: The 16th President
Artist: Neil Daliva
Materials: Pencil on Paper

Title: In the Army Now
Artist: Neil Daliva
Materials: Pencil on Paper
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Drones
Written by Aarya Solanki - Grade 6
A drone is an aircraft without a pilot sitting inside of it. Essentially,
they are a flying robot. The drone may be remotely controlled or it can fly
through software controlled flight plans in their embedded systems working
in conjunction with onboard sensors or GPS.
Drones are more formally known as remote control UAVs (unmanned
aerial vehicles) or robotic aircraft systems.
These devices also been deployed in some areas
that are considered as potentially unsafe like
urban areas and near airports in order to take
surveillance. They can also used for security
purposes.
Originally, drones were used for military
surveillance only, but now their usage has spread across to civilians who use
them for fun activities, as toys, and for personal camera work too. One of
the important industrial usage of drones was announced by Amazon.
Delivery drones will be utilized to send same day orders. Another common
usage is drone journalism, where news channel technicians fly their drones
over certain spots to capture pictures or videos for news purpose.
There are many different types of drones such as the stunt drone,
the mini drone, and the camera drone. The US Military uses war drones and
UAVs to help search, locate, and rescue missing or captured soldiers..
Today, drones are very highly technical and its usage has widely spread
across the world.
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An Open Letter to President James Madison
Written by Marcus Linder - Grade 6
Dear President Madison,
I fully understand how upset you are about what the British are doing
to us. They are disrespecting us, by coming in our territory, and impressing
our American sailors. Even worse than that, I know that they are making
the captured sailors serve them in very poor conditions, and they are
making them fight in their wars. Although what the British are doing is truly
enraging, and angering, we need to keep our cool, and not fight the British.
I believe, that there are three important reasons why we shouldn't go
to war with the British. One of these reasons is because we will most likely
lose in the war. They have soldiers who are trained more readily, they have
better supplies, and they have a much stronger navy. Another reason we
shouldn't go to war, is because, our country would not gain anything. The
war would put our country into a lot of debt, and make us spend money
that we don't have. The final reason we shouldn't go to war with Britain, is
because, of what will happen if we lose the war. While I do understand we
won the revolutionary war, we got very lucky, and will most likely lose this
war. If we lose this war, we will no longer be a country.
In conclusion, and as indicated above, we should not go to war with
Britain. Just remember, so many people sacrificed their lives to make this
country what it is today. Please just realize the amount of importance, that
your decision makes.
Sincerely,
Marcus Linder
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Nature
Written by Aashi Mishra - Grade 6
Earth. Fire. Air. Water. These four things make up everything that we
call Earth, Home.
These elements are said to be gifted by the gods of every religion, but
one beauty is the real creator of this magnificent planet. Mother Nature.
It is owned by no race, religion, or power. It’s refinement knows no
bounds and it is the reflection of everything pure and true. She gives us air
that lets us, and every other soul, live and breath. She emits water to
nourish and cleanse our bodies, earth to support plant life and protect us
from the magma underneath, and fire to move our continents from under
the crust.
When Mother Nature gave us what we needed to thrive, we returned
her grand gestures with pollution and waste, killing the animals that she made
to live and grow alongside us. Breaking the delicate atmosphere she crafted
to protect our fragile planet. Turning her beautiful oceans and islands into
trash heaps.
In the end it will just ruin us. Fortunately, we can still mend our ways and
save the planet we depend on. We have half way killed our creator and now
we must save her, or we will be next to recede into nothingness. Without
her, we don’t stand a chance.
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Swimming
Written by Thomas Matos - Grade 7
Competitive swimming is a sport where the right mindset and having
enhanced stamina are necessities. There might be those days where you feel
too tired to swim or you have too much homework to do, but those are the
perfect days to get up and go to practice.
Getting yourself in the right mindset is
key to evolving into the ideal swimmer you
dream to become. Building up stamina is also
key.

Practicing helps with that, because

repetition of large amounts of meters or
yards swam will adapt you to swimming for
long periods of time. When competing in swim meets, you will not be
swimming as much as you swim in practice, so swimming faster without
getting too tired is a result of repetition.
*

*

*

*

*

*

It’s meet day and you just ate the pasta your mom made you. Your
goggles are on tight and you’re ready to beat your arch-rivals. When
standing up on the diving up, this sudden rush of adrenaline hits. You start
shaking, but there is no time to think because the “beep” goes off. The cold
water impacts with your skin and you’re swimming the fastest you’ve ever
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swam before! This adrenaline rush is the shooting star wish every swimmer
dreams of. It’s a 6th gear that you never knew existed! This is due to an
increase of hormone and neurotransmitter adrenaline because of the
excitement and nervousness of the meet.
Swimmers like Adam Peaty, Ryan Murphy, Michael Phelps, and Eamon
Sullivan have felt this rush as they earned swimming records. Adam Peaty is
the champion of 100 meter breaststroke with a time of 57:13! Ryan Murphy
is the champion of 100 meter backstroke with a time of 51:85! Michael
Phelps, a well known american swimmer, has a 100 meter butterfly record
of 49:82! He has a total of 23 olympic gold medals and has attended 28
Olympic Games. Eamon Sullivan is the champion of 100 meter freestyle with a
time of 47:07! These swimmers swim about six hours a day for six days a
week. Now that’s commitment.
Swimmers, like me, swim many miles every day, eat a lot of food,
focus on academics, and sleep...a lot. The love for the sport are what
coaches open our eyes to and help build us up to

better swimmers. That

love for the sport of swimming is why we do what we do.
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Animals
Written by Armaan Budhrani - Grade 6
Art by Naija Agarwal - Grade 6
Animals
Are in the world
Whether you like it or not

Beneath the ocean’s surface
Marine animals thrive
A Sight to SEA

They are part
Of nature
Beautiful as it is
Many Species
On Earth
Big
Small
Vicious
Tame
Still unique in some ways
Wolves
My personal favorite
Yours?
Animals
Beautiful part of the environment
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